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SH2 domain-containing leukocyte phos-
phoprotein of 76 kDa (SLP-76) nucleates
a signaling complex critical for T-cell re-
ceptor (TCR) signal propagation. Muta-
tions in the tyrosines of SLP-76 result in
graded defects in TCR-induced signals
depending on the tyrosine(s) affected.
Here we use 2 strains of genomic knock-in

mice expressing tyrosine to phenylala-
nine mutations to examine the role of
TCR signals in the differentiation of effec-
tor and memory CD8� T cells in response
to infection in vivo. Our data support a
model in which altered TCR signals can
determine the rate of memory versus ef-
fector cell differentiation independent of

initial T-cell expansion. Furthermore, we
show that TCR signals sufficient to pro-
mote CD8� T-cell differentiation are dif-
ferent from those required to elicit in-
flammatory cytokine production. (Blood.
2010;116(25):5548-5559)

Introduction

Pathogen clearance requires that CD8� effector T cells produce
inflammatory cytokines and develop cytolytic activity against
infected target cells, after which a small number of memory cells
survive that rapidly regain effector function in the event of
rechallenge. During this process, a relatively homogeneous pool of
naive CD8� T cells differentiates into heterogeneous pools of
effector and memory CD8� T cells.1 To initiate this differentiation
program, naive T cells integrate signals from peptide:major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC) complexes, costimulatory mol-
ecules and cytokines. Manipulation of these signals influences the
quality and kinetics of CD8� T-cell memory differentiation.1-4 The
molecular signals that orchestrate the function and diversification
of effector and memory CD8� T-cell subsets downstream of these
receptors are beginning to be elucidated and how T-cell receptor
(TCR) signals affect CD8� T-cell effector function and fate choices
is not fully understood.5-14

The CD8� effector T-cell pool can be divided into terminally
differentiated, short-lived KLRG-1hiIL-7r�lo effector cells (SLECs)
and less differentiated KLRG-1loIL-7r�hi memory precursor cells
(MPECs).3,15-17 SLECs typically produce the effector cytokine
interferon� (IFN�) and may also coproduce tumor necrosis factor�
(TNF�) in response to antigen but only memory precursors can
produce interleukin-2 (IL-2) in addition to IFN� and TNF�.17,18

The memory pool is a heterogeneous population that is commonly
divided into effector memory (Tem) and central memory (Tcm)
defined by surface markers including CD62L, which is expressed at
higher levels on Tcm.19,20 After contraction, the ratio of CD62Lhi to
CD62Llo memory cells increases, although the number of memory
cells in the blood and spleen remains constant. While it is not clear
whether this transition is the result of direct conversion of Tem to
Tcm cells or preferential outgrowth of Tcm cells, it is clear that the

rate of transition can be influenced by the strength and duration of
initial antigenic stimulus.1,8,21 Furthermore, the memory pool
undergoes functional maturation, gaining enhanced proliferative
capabilities.22,23 The relative frequencies of memory subsets can
vary depending on the nature or persistence of the inciting antigen
and understanding how these factors influence memory develop-
ment and maturation is important for predicting the quality of
secondary responses.24-27

While multiple cytokines and transcription factors are known to
affect the balance between terminal differentiation and memory
formation, the role of TCR signals has been more difficult to
ascertain.3,6,7,11,16,28,29 Adjustments in the quantity, quality, or
duration of antigen presentation affect the magnitude of the
primary response and the kinetics of differentiation, but do not
appear to affect the functional quality of the cells.3,5,12,14,21,28,30-33

However, specific TCR signals can differentially affect the long-
term fate of CD8� T cells, as T cells with defective nuclear factor
�B activation undergo normal primary expansion and terminal
differentiation but not memory development.13

Here we explore the role of TCR signals in the differentiation,
heterogeneity, and function of CD8� effector and memory T cells
using 2 strains of genomic knock-in (KI) mice that express
mutations within the SH2 domain-containing leukocyte phospho-
protein of 76 kDa (SLP-76) protein.34 SLP-76 is a critical adaptor
that links early TCR-induced phosphorylation events to multiple
downstream effector molecules.35 We show that T cells from KI
mice containing tyrosine to phenylalanine mutations at either
residue 145 (Y145F) or residues 112 and 128 (Y112/128F) exhibit
defects in proximal signaling downstream of the TCR and that
these defects are more pronounced in the Y145F mice compared
with the Y112/128F mice. After infection with the Armstrong strain
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of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), SLP-76 mutant
CD8� T cells undergo primary expansion to the extent of wild-type
(WT) cells despite striking defects in cytokine effector function.
Furthermore, the KI CD8� pools are skewed toward a memory
phenotype. Quantitative differences in memory differentiation and
cytokine responses between Y145F and Y112/128F mice correlate
with differences in TCR signal propagation. These data support a
model in which the strength of the initial TCR signals can influence
the rate of memory differentiation independent of the magnitude of
expansion and that TCR signals required to initiate a program of
CD8� T-cell differentiation are quantitatively and/or qualitatively
different from those required to elicit cytokine responses upon
restimulation.

Methods

Mice

KI and floxed SLP-76 mice were generated as described.34,36 WT mice were KI
littermates or C57B/L6 mice purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Cre
recombinase-human estrogen receptor (CreT2) transgenic mice and the ROSA-
enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) reporter were gifts from E. Brown
(University of Pennsylvania)37 and F. Constantini (Columbia University).38

CD45.1 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory.Animal experiments
were performed in accordance with approved protocols by the University of
Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Tamoxifen treatment

Mice were treated orally for 5 days with 200 �g/g/day tamoxifen (Sigma-
Aldrich) in corn oil.

Flow cytometry

Splenocytes were surface-stained in phosphate-buffered saline containing
2% fetal bovine serum � 0.002% azide for 30 minutes. Intracellular
staining was performed using BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kits (BD Biosciences)
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Peripheral blood was collected
into 4% Na citrate; peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) were isolated by
density gradient with Ficoll-paque PLUS (GE Healthcare). Samples were
collected on a FACSCaliber or LSRII (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using
FlowJo software Version 8.8.2 (TreeStar). H2Db tetramers were made as
described.21 Antibodies were purchased from BD PharMingen: CD4
(RM4-4), CD4 (RM4-5), CD8�, CD8�, IL-2, IFN�, CD122; Ebiosciences:
KLRG-1, CD27, CD127, CD44, TCR�; Biolegend: CXCR3, TNF�; and
Invitrogen: CD62L.

Biochemistry

Thy1.2 MACs MicroBead (Miltenyi)–purified splenocytes and lymph node
cells were stimulated with 5 �g/mL anti-CD3 (500A2; BD Pharmingen)
and lysates were prepared as described.34 For conditional mice, B220
MACs MicroBead-depleted splenocytes were sorted for YFP�Thy1.2�

expression using a FACSAria (BD Biosciences). Lysates were probed by
immunoblot for phospho-PLC�1 (Tyr783), phosph p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/

Figure 1. SLP-76 KI T cells show defects in TCR-induced proximal signal transduction and functional responses in vitro. (A) Contour plots show surface expression of
CD4 and CD8 on lymphocytes from WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F spleens (n � 20). (B) Surface expression of TCR� on CD4� and CD8� gated splenocytes from WT, Y145F, and
Y112/128F mice (n 	 6). (C) Spleen and lymph node cells from WT and KI mice were stimulated with anti-CD3 for the indicated times, lysed, and probed by Western blot with
the indicated antibodies. Anti-Erk2 was used for a loading control (n 	 3). (D) Ca2� flux was measured in WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F CD4� and CD8� gated lymph node cells
by flow cytometry following CD3, CD4, and CD8� cross-linking (n 	 4). (E) Splenocytes from WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F mice were incubated overnight in the presence of
0.1 �g of anti-CD3 or for 72 hours in the presence of 0.01 �g of anti-CD3 then measured for CD69 up-regulation (top panel; n � 5) and CFSE dilution (bottom panel; n � 5),
respectively. Numbers in the tables represent frequency of cells within the gates depicted in the histograms.
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Tyr202), phospho-LAT (Tyr191; Cell Signaling Technology), ERK2, and
actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

Ca2� flux

Lymph node cells were loaded with Indo-1 (Molecular Probes), stained
with biotinylated anti-CD3 (2C11), anti-CD4 (RM4-4), and anti-CD8�,
fluorescein isothiocyanate anti-CD44, phycoerythrin anti-CD8� and Per-
cypCy5.5 anti-CD4 (RM4-5; BD Biosciences) with 4mM probenecid at
30°C for 30 minutes. Cells were stimulated with 12.5 �g/mL streptavidin
(Moleclular Probes) or ionomycin (1 �g) as indicated. Ca2� release was
measured as described (BD Biosciences).34

CD69 up-regulation

Splenocytes were incubated at 37°C overnight in the presence of 0.1 �g/mL
anti-CD3 (2C11) and analyzed by flow cytometry.

CFSE/BRSE proliferation assays

Splenocytes were loaded with 10�M carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester
(CFSE) or 2.5�M bodipy Red succinimdyl ester (BRSE; both from

Molecular Probes), incubated at 37°C for 72 hours in the presence of
0.01 �g/mL anti-CD3 (2C11) and analyzed by flow cytometry.

Infections

Mice were infected intravenously with 2 � 105 colony-forming units
LCMV Armstrong. For rechallenge, splenocytes were pooled by genotype
and CD8� purified using MACS CD8� T-Cell Isolation kits. Purified cells
were equilibrated such that 7500 H2Db:GP33 cells were transferred
intravenously into each congenic host. The following day, congenic hosts
were infected with 4 � 105 colony-forming units LM:GP33 intravenously.

Restimulation assays

Splenocytes (1 � 106) were left unstimulated or stimulated with 200 ng/mL
GP33, GP276, or NP396 peptide or 500 ng/mL ionomycin and 50 ng/mL
phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA) in the presence of 1000 �g/mL
brefeldin A for 5 hours and analyzed by intracellular cytokine staining.

Statistical analyses

P values were determined by a 2-tailed unpaired Student t test using Prism
Version 4 software (GraphPad). Graphs show average 
 SEM. Slopes and

Figure 2. SLP-76 KI mice have intact CD8� T-cell expansion but defective effector function in response to acute LCMV infection. (A) PBLs were isolated from serial
bleeds from WT and KI mice at the indicated time points before and after LCMV infection and were analyzed by flow cytometry. CD8� T cells (average 
 SEM) are represented as a
percent of the live lymphocyte gate (data are representative of 3 independent experiments each with 3-5 mice per group). Absolute numbers of (B) CD8� (average 
 SEM) and
(C) tetramer-reactive (average 
 SEM) splenocytes were calculated from day 8 infected WT and KI mice (representative of 2 independent experiments each with 5 mice per group).
(D-F) Splenocytes from day 8 infected WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F KI mice were cultured in vitro with the indicated stimuli and analyzed by flow cytometry (representative of 2 independent
experiments each with 5 mice per group). (D) Percent of CD8� cells that produced IFN� was calculated (average 
 SEM). (E) The MFI of IFN� staining in all CD8� T cells producing IFN�
is shown (average 
 SEM; left panel) and the percentage of total IFN� producers that also produced IL-2 is shown (right panel).
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corresponding P values for CD62L and IL-7r� expression were determined
using nonlinear regression modeling using Prism.

Results

T cells expressing SLP-76 tyrosine mutations are
hyporesponsive to TCR stimulation

We previously showed that SLP-76 Y145F and Y112/128F KI mice
generate thymocytes that exhibit defects in TCR signaling.34 Here
we show that despite thymic selection defects, Y145F and Y112/
128F mice generate CD4� and CD8� T cells in normal ratios
(Figure 1A) and numbers (data not shown) in the spleen. TCR�
expression was slightly decreased on CD8� splenocytes from
Y145F mice and an increased frequency of CD4� cells expressed
slightly lower TCR� levels compared with WT mice (Figure 1B).
Both Y145F and Y112/128F cells showed decreased TCR-induced
phosphorylation of PLC�1 and ERK1/2, with the defect more
pronounced in Y145F T cells (Figure 1C) but LAT phosphoryla-
tion was normal (Figure 1C). Ca2� flux following TCR and
CD4/CD8 co-cross-linking was examined by flow cytometry
and was found to be severely impaired in both Y145F and
Y112/128F T cells (Figure 1D).

To determine whether TCR-induced signaling defects observed
in SLP-76 KI T cells translate into functional defects, we examined
functional responses of KI T cells to TCR stimulation in vitro. After
TCR stimulation, Y145F and, to a lesser extent, Y112/128F T cells
did not up-regulate CD69, an early activation marker, to the level of
WT T cells (Figure 1E top panel). This hierarchical requirement for
the SLP-76 tyrosines was also observed during TCR-induced
proliferation (Figure 1E bottom panel). Thus, signals transmitted
from the TCR in Y112/128F T cells are weaker than those in WT
T cells and those in Y145F T cells are weaker still.

Y145F conventional and innate-like lymphocytes have defects
in TCR signaling

Our previous studies demonstrated that the majority of CD8 single
positive thymocytes generated by Y145F KI mice are innate-like
lymphocytes (ILLs).34 ILLs express high levels of the cell surface
markers CD122 and CD44 and are poised to produce IFN�.39 Here
we show that CD122hiCD44hiCD8� ILLs represent the majority of
CD8� T cells in the periphery of Y145F KI but not Y112/128F KI
mice (supplemental Figure 1A top panel, available on the Blood
Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the
online article). Y145F mice also have an abundance of peripheral

Figure 2 (continued). (F) Representative contour plots show IFN� and TNF� expression in CD8� splenocytes. Numbers indicate the percentage of CD8�, TNF� IFN� double
producers over the percentage of total CD8� IFN� producers (representative of 2 independent experiments each with 5 mice per group). Significant P values, when present,
comparing KI to WT are indicated by asterisks: ***P � .001, **P 	 .001-.01, *P 	 .01-.05.
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CD122hiCD44hiCD4� cells (supplemental Figure 1A bottom panel).
Both CD44hi CD4� and CD8� cells in the Y145F mice produce
IFN� when stimulated with PMA and ionomycin ex vivo (supple-
mental Figure 1B); however, CD44hi T cells from SLP-76 KI mice
show defects in TCR-induced Ca2� flux similar to those observed
in their CD44lo counterparts (supplemental Figure 1C). Although
KI ILLs have the potential to produce IFN�, WT SLP-76 expres-
sion is still required for coupling the TCR to early signaling events.

SLP-76 mutant CD8� T cells show a normal magnitude of
primary expansion during acute LCMV infection

To determine the impact of weakened TCR signaling on the
primary CD8� T-cell response to infection, WT, Y145F, and
Y112/128F mice were infected with LCMV Armstrong. Analysis
of PBLs 5 days before infection showed that CD8� T cells were
present at similar frequencies in the 3 different strains of mice
(Figure 2A). In WT mice at day 4 postinfection, the relative
percentage of CD8� PBLs was decreased from baseline, consistent
with previous observations.40 It is unclear why this decrease was
more dramatic in KI mice, but it could reflect altered expansion or
tissue distribution of responding lymphocyte populations early in
the immune response (Figure 2A). Further studies will be needed to
define the very early kinetics of the CD8� response in KI mice.
Nevertheless, at the peak of CD8� T-cell expansion at day 8
postinfection and later at day 15 postinfection, the frequency of
circulating CD8� T cells was similar between the 3 strains of mice
(Figure 2A). Furthermore, absolute numbers of CD8� splenocytes
from day 8 postinfection spleens confirmed a normal magnitude of
CD8� T-cell expansion in the KI mice (Figure 2B). Thus, although
both Y112/128F and Y145F T cells demonstrate a significant
proliferative defect in vitro in response to CD3 cross-linking, in
vivo viral challenge can be sufficient to induce WT levels of T-cell
expansion. This difference may be due to differences in CD3 versus
peptide:MHC stimulation or multiple factors present in vivo that
are not accounted for in the in vitro studies including cytokine and
coreceptor signals.

We next examined the quality of the T-cell response to LCMV
in WT and KI mice. Expansion of T cells reactive to specific
LCMV epitopes were examined using 3 different H2Db:peptide
tetramers: NP396, GP33, and GP276 (Figure 2C). While expansion
of CD8� T cells reactive to the more dominant epitopes NP396 and
GP33 was intact in both strains of KI mice, few cells reactive to the
subdominant epitope, GP276, were observed in the Y145F KI
mice. Y112/128F KI mice showed a lesser but consistent decrease
in the numbers of CD8� splenocytes reactive to GP276. The
decrease of GP276-reactive T cells observed in the SLP-76 KI mice
could be due to decreased responsiveness and expansion of cells
specific for less dominant epitiopes or altered selection of cells
specific for this epitope during development, or a combination of
these possibilities.

LCMV-specific SLP-76 mutant T cells are functionally defective

To determine whether the LCMV-specific KI T cells were func-
tional in response to TCR ligation, CD8� splenocytes from day 8
postinfection WT and SLP-76 KI mice were analyzed ex vivo for
their ability to produce cytokines following incubation with
NP396, GP33, and GP276 peptides. Consistent with tetramer
reactivity, fewer SLP-76 KI T cells produced cytokines in response
to GP276 peptide compared with WT cells (Figure 2D). The
amount of IFN� produced per cell, as measured by the mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI), was lower in T cells from both KI

strains in response to all 3 peptides (Figure 2E left panel). While
similar frequencies of CD8� cells from these mice produced IFN�
in response to NP396 and GP33 (Figure 2D), the frequency of cells
that also produced TNF� was lower in the Y145F mice but normal
in the Y112/128F mice (Figure 2F). The frequency of IL-2
producing T cells was diminished in Y145F mice in response to all
3 peptides, while IL-2 production in Y112/128F T cells was
decreased in response to 2 (GP33 and GP276) of the 3 LCMV-
derived peptides tested (Figure 2E right panel). Despite the weaker
effector cytokine responses, all mice cleared virus from serum and
liver by day 8 (data not shown).

Conditional KI T cells show defects in TCR signaling

Due to demonstrated defects in thymocyte selection, TCR usage
and the T-cell repertoire differ in SLP-76 KI strains compared with
WT animals.34 To determine whether differences in the CD8�

T-cell repertoire, including the abundance of ILLs, or thymic
selection contribute to the altered LCMV cytokine responses, we
utilized a previously described strategy41 to generate conditional KI
(cKI) mice. T cells in these mice are heterozygous for mutant
SLP-76 and WT SLP-76 and are allowed to develop normally
before WT SLP-76 is excised using drug-inducible cre recombi-
nase activity. Conditional mice have 1 WT SLP-76 allele that is
flanked by lox-p sites and the other allele is either Y145F SLP-76
(cY145F), Y112/128F SLP-76 (cY112/128F), or WT SLP-76
(cSLP-76�/�). These mice also express Cre-ERT2 under the ubiq-
uitin promoter allowing for cre activity only in the presence of the
estrogen analog tamoxifen. YFP knocked into the Rosa-26 locus is
preceded by a lox-p-flanked stop codon such that YFP identifies
those cells with Cre activity.

Here we show that following tamoxifen treatment, YFP� CD4�

and CD8� cKI T are generated and display levels of TCR� on their
surface similar to that of YFP� cSLP-76�/� T cells (Figures 3A-B).
Moreover, cKI and cSLP-76�/� mice have similar frequencies of
peripheral CD122hiCD44hi T cells (Figure 3C).

Deletion of WT SLP-76 in peripheral T cells expressing mutant
SLP-76 confers similar TCR signaling abnormalities to those
observed in T cells that develop only in the presence of the mutant
SLP-76 proteins. After TCR ligation, YFP� cKI T cells demon-
strate defective PLC�1 and ERK1/2 phosphorylation (Figure 3D),
reduced up-regulation of CD69, and diminished proliferation
(Figure 3E). These data suggest that SLP-76 tyrosines are required
for TCR signal transduction and function, independent of their role
in thymic selection.

Conditional SLP-76 KI T cells show defects in their response to
LCMV challenge

To determine whether the defective LCMV response seen in the KI
mice were the result of altered thymic development, tamoxifen-
treated cKI and cSLP-76�/� mice were infected with LCMV. At
day 8 postinfection the frequency of YFP�CD8� T cells reactive to
3 LCMV tetramers was not significantly different in either cKI
mouse strain, compared with cSLP-76�/� mice (Figure 4A). This is
in contrast to the near absence of GP276 tetramer-reactive T cells
observed in Y145F KI mice (Figure 2). Despite normal frequencies
of IFN� producers, when challenged with LCMV peptides, cY145F,
but not cY112/128 T cells, failed to produce WT levels of TNF�
similar to what was observed in the KI mice (Figure 4B). The MFI
of IFN� in peptide-responsive cKI T cells was less than that in
cSLP�/� T cells, and this difference was more pronounced in the
Y145F cKI cells compared with the Y112/128F cKI cells (Figure
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4C top panel). The frequency of IFN� producers that produced IL-2
was less among cells from cKI mice compared with cSLP-76�/�

mice, similar to observations in nonconditional KI mice (Figure 4C
bottom panel). These experiments indicate that altered thymic
development in SLP-76 KI mice is not responsible for the
diminished ability of T cells from these mice to respond to LCMV
peptide restimulation. However, the contribution of GP276-
reactive T cells to an LCMV response in Y145F mice was impacted
by developmental events. Moreover, these experiments indicate
that ILLs neither diminished nor augmented anti-LCMV responses
measured in the nonconditional Y145F mice.

Cytokine defects in KI T cells are the result of defective
responses to TCR restimulation and not altered differentiation

Terminally differentiated cells lose cytokine polyfunctionality,
while cells that retain polyfunctionality, in particular IL-2 produc-
tion, are more likely to survive and differentiate into memory
cells.16-18 To test whether the poor polyfunctionality of KI T cells
reflects enhanced terminal differentiation or defective TCR re-
sponses to subsequent stimulation, day 8 postinfection splenocytes
were stimulated with PMA plus ionomycin. PMA/ionomycin

stimulation mimics TCR-induced signals downstream of SLP-76
thereby eliminating the need for intact proximal signaling events
and revealing the differentiation status of the cells. PMA/
ionomycin stimulation showed that KI effector CD8� T cells with
TNF� and IL-2 potential were present in frequencies similar to or
greater than those observed in WT splenocytes, suggesting that the
KI effector cells were not skewed toward terminal differentiation
(Figure 5A). These data also suggest that the previously observed
cytokine defects were the result of abnormal TCR restimulation.
Effector cell surface marker expression can be used to distinguish
terminally differentiated cells from those with memory potential.
IL-7r� re-expression and low levels of KLRG-1 expression are
associated with MPECs, while SLECs express low levels of IL-7r�
and high levels of KLRG-1.15-17 Analysis of peripheral blood on
day15 postinfection revealed that the frequency of SLECs among
H2Db:GP33-reactive KI T cells was significantly less than that of
the WT T-cell population whereas the frequency of MPECs was
greater (Figure 5B). However, SLEC and MPEC designations do
not take into account the increased frequency of cells expressing
high levels of both KLRG-1 and IL-7r� in KI mice (Figure 5B).
These cells are present in WT mice, but their contribution to
memory is not clear.

Figure 3. Conditional SLP-76 KI T cells show defects in TCR induced proximal signal transduction and functional responses in vitro. (A) Contour plots display CD4
and CD8 surface expression on YFP� splenocytes from tamoxifen-treated cSLP-76�/�, cY145F, and cY112/128F mice (n � 5). (B) Surface expression of TCR� on CD4�YFP�

and CD8�YFP� gated splenocytes from cSLP-76�/�, cY145F, and cY112/128F mice (n 	 5-7). (C) Contour plots show surface expression of CD44 and CD122 on CD4�YFP�

and CD8�YFP� splenocytes from cSLP-76�/�, cY145, and cY112/128F mice. Numbers represent the percentage of cells in each gate. (D) YFP� T cells from cSLP-76�/�, cY145, and
cY112/128F mice were stimulated with anti-CD3 for the indicated times, lysed, and probed by Western blot with the indicated antibodies (n 	 2). (E) CD69 up-regulation (top
panel, n 	 5-7) and BRSE dilution (bottom panel, n 	 3-5) in splenocytes from cSLP�/�, cY145F, and cY112/128F mice were measured by flow cytometry following overnight
and 72 hours stimulation with anti-CD3, respectively. Histograms are gated on CD8�YFP� and CD4�YFP� lymphocytes. Numbers in the tables represent frequency of cells
within the gates depicted in the histograms. Significant P values, when present comparing KI to WT are indicated by asterisks: ***P � .001, **P 	 .001-.01, *P 	 .01-.05.
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SLP-76 KI mice generate long-lived antigen-specific T cells

To determine whether virus-specific KI T cells can differentiate
into long-lived memory cells, we monitored KI and WT mice for
the persistence of H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� T cells in the blood
of infected animals. The kinetics of expansion and contraction of
total CD8� PBLs and H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� PBLs was
similar between KI and WT mice (Figure 6A). After 5 weeks, the
frequency of CD8� and H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� cells in all
mice remained stable for the duration of the experiments up to
130 days (Figure 6A and data not shown). We next examined the
H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� population for acquisition of CD62L,
an indicator of Tcm cells. CD62L up-regulation within the popula-
tion occurred at a significantly faster rate in both KI mice, (Figure
6B left panel). In addition, the KI LCMV-specific population
contained more IL-7r�hi cells consistent with skewed memory
differentiation (Figure 6B right panel). These differences were
more pronounced in Y145F versus Y112/128F mice. Throughout
the immune response, circulating LCMV-specific KI CD8� T cells
expressed higher levels of CD27 and CXCR3 (Figure 6C),
2 markers associated with functional maturation in memory
cells.23,42 Compared with WT controls, the GP33-specific KI T-cell

population showed accelerated acquisition of a Tcm surface
phenotype and an increased frequency of cells expressing a
functionally mature phenotype.

Long-lived (� day 70 postinfection) H2Db:GP33-reactive
CD8� T cells were found in similar numbers in the spleens of
Y112/128F and WT mice but were slightly increased in the
spleens of Y145F mice (supplemental Figure 2A). Compared
with WT controls and similar to our observations in the PBL
populations, the splenic, long-lived, LCMV-specific KI popula-
tion was more skewed toward a Tcm phenotype and expressed
markers indicative of a functionally mature memory population
(supplemental Figure 2B). Furthermore, the long-lived KI splenic
T cells had defective cytokine production in response to peptide
that was similar to or worse than Day 8 postinfection KI T cells
(supplemental Figure 2C-D).

SLP-76 KI memory cells can expand in response to rechallenge
in vivo

To determine whether memory KI T cells can function in vivo,
CD8� purified splenocytes from day 70 or greater postinfection KI
and WT mice were transferred into WT congenic hosts, which were

Figure 4. LCMV-infected cSLP-76 KI T cells show defective effector responses in vitro. Mice were infected with LCMV Armstrong 7-10 days following tamoxifen
treatment. (A) Tetramer reactivity among splenocytes from day 8 infected cSLP�/�, cY145F, and cY112/128F mice is represented as a percent of CD8�YFP� lymphocytes
(representative of 2 independent experiments each with 5 mice per group). (B-C) Splenocytes from day 8 infected cSLP�/�, cY145F, and cY112/128F mice were incubated in
vitro with the indicated peptides and analyzed by flow cytometry. (B) Representative contour plots depict IFN� and TNF� in YFP�CD8� lymphocytes (representative of
2 independent experiments each with 5 mice per group). Numbers indicate the percentage of CD8�, TNF� IFN� double producers over the percentage of total CD8� IFN�
producers. (C) MFI of IFN� (top panel) and IL-2 coproduction (bottom panel) were determined among CD8�YFP� IFN� producing splenocytes (representative of 2 independent
experiments each with 5 mice per group). Bar graphs show averages 
 SEM. Significant P values, when present comparing KI to WT are indicated by asterisks: ***P � .001,
**P 	 .001-.01, *P 	 .01-.05.
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then infected with a strain of Listeria monocytogenes that expresses
GP33 (LM:GP33). Seven to 8 days postinfection, host spleens were
analyzed for the presence and function of donor H2Db:GP33-
reactive T cells. Despite the increased frequencies of more mature
memory phenotype cells in the KI memory pools, their response to
rechallenge was not enhanced. Indeed, pooled data from all day 7
postinfection experiments suggests that a mild proliferative defect
may be present in the Y145F KI memory cells (Figure 7A) as in
some experiments, Y145F KI cells failed to expand to the extent of
WT cells. The frequency of donor Y145F KI T cells, but not
Y112/128F KI T cells, that responded to GP33 peptide (as
measured by their ability to produce IFN�) was less than that of
WT donor cells despite similar frequencies of H2Db:GP33-reactive
T cells (Figure 7B). These results suggest that fewer secondary
effector GP33-specific Y145FKI T cells responded to peptide. The
GP33 epitope also contains a peptide capable of presentation by
H2Kb.43 Therefore, the diminished response observed in GP33-
stimulated Y145F cultures might also reflect defective H2Kb

responsiveness. Consistent with our observations in primary effec-
tors and long-lived memory cells, the KI effector T cells following
secondary challenge showed altered TNF� and IL-2 production
and decreased MFI of IFN� compared with donor WT T cells
following GP33 peptide stimulation (Figure 7C). Furthermore,
these defects were not observed when the donor cells were
stimulated with PMA and ionomycin (Figure 7C). These data
demonstrate that while KI memory cells show an accelerated acquisition
of a mature memory phenotype and can expand upon in vivo rechal-
lenge, the resultant KI secondary effectors are defective in their ability to
liberate cytokine responses downstream of the TCR.

Discussion

Using SLP-76 KI mice and LCMV as a model of CD8� T-cell–
dependent immunity, we asked how dampened TCR signals affect
CD8� T-cell differentiation. We show that while the magnitude of

the CD8� T-cell–mediated immune response is preserved in mice
in which SLP-76 tyrosines are mutated, differentiation and function
of the responsive T cells are altered. Consistent with previously
described models of memory formation, our data suggest that
graded diminishment in proximal TCR signaling results in graded
enhancement of memory precursor development.3 Unlike previous
studies, here we show that dampened TCR signals can alter the
balance between terminal differentiation and memory potential
independent of the magnitude of the response. Moreover, this study
demonstrates that the intracellular signals that drive expansion,
differentiation and memory maintenance can be separated from
those that regulate cytokine production.

SLP-76 N-terminal tyrosines are essential to enable a SLP-76-
nucleated multimolecular signaling complex to optimally trans-
duce TCR signals into divergent downstream signaling pathways,
the best characterized of which involve intracellular Ca2� mobiliza-
tion and activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases.35 Using
KI mice, we show that in vivo tyrosine to phenylalanine mutations
at residues 145 or 112 and 128 together confer defects in peripheral
TCR signal transduction that result in activation and proliferation
defects following in vitro TCR stimulation. Signaling and func-
tional defects are more severe in the Y145F compared with the
Y112/128F KI T cells. As shown using cKI mice, these TCR
signaling defects are independent of the role of SLP-76 tyrosines in
T-cell thymic development.34

Having defined the nature of signaling defects in SLP-76 KI
T cells, we used this system to address how specific mutations in
proximal TCR signaling machinery impact effector versus memory
differentiation, establishment, and maturation of memory popula-
tions and the functional capacities of primary and secondary
effectors. The role of TCR signal strength in these processes has
largely been tested indirectly by manipulating the immunogen or
by comparing responses to different epitopes.2,5,8,12,14,21,24,31,33 These
studies have shown that weak externally supplied signals diminish
the magnitude of expansion, hasten the onset T-cell contraction and
increase the rate of acquisition of Tcm cells. More recently,

Figure 5. Poor polyfunctionality in KI mice is the result of defective responses to TCR restimulation. (A) Splenocytes from day 8 postinfection WT, Y145F, and
Y112/128F mice were stimulated with PMA plus ionomycin. Representative contour plots show IFN� and TNF� (left panel) and IFN� and IL-2 (right panel) expression in CD8�

cells. Numbers indicate the percentage of CD8�, IFN�, TNF� (left panel), or IFN�, IL-2 (right panel) double producers over the percentage of total CD8� IFN� producers.
(B) Dot plots show IL-7r� and KLRG-1 surface expression on H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� PBLs from WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F mice 15 days postinfection (left panel).
Numbers indicate the percentage of CD8� H2Db:GP33-reactive lymphocytes within each gate. Top left and bottom right gates from top panel were used to quantify the
percentage of SLECs (middle panel) and MPECs (right panel), respectively. For graphs each point represents an individual mouse; bars represent average 
 SEM. Data are
representative of 3 independent experiments with 5-10 mice per group. Significant P values, when present, comparing KI to WT are indicated by asterisks: ***P � .001,
**P 	 .001-.01, *P 	 .01-.05.
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infection of mice with defects in nuclear factor �B activation
resulted in intact expansion and effector differentiation but loss of
memory formation, thus, providing evidence that distinct TCR
signals can direct effector versus memory fates.13

Here, mice with biochemical defects in TCR-induced Ca2� flux
and PLC�1 and ERK1/2 activation have a surprisingly normal
magnitude of CD8� T-cell expansion in response to acute LCMV
infection despite profound in vitro proliferative defects. This
observation is in contrast to previous studies that have shown
decreased expansion in the context of diminished signals from the
TCR, including studies in mice deficient for Itk, a kinase whose
function is dependent on the tyrosines of SLP-76.12,44,45 It is
possible that Itk has kinase- or SLP-76–independent functions that
are important for proliferative responses in vivo. It is also possible
that the overall strength of the TCR signal in SLP-76 KI T cells falls

above the threshold for optimal proliferation and that the strength of
TCR signal in Itk-deficient cells falls below this threshold.

Dampened TCR signaling in KI T cells correlated with an
increased number and rate of accumulation of GP33-specific
CD62Lhi cells. Our data are consistent with previous studies
suggesting that the transition from a Tem- to a Tcm-dominant
CD8� T-cell memory pool occurs faster in the face of weak initial
antigen stimuli.8,21 Furthermore, the KI memory pool is enriched
for cells expressing high levels of CD27 and CXCR3, 2 activation
markers associated with increased functional avidity.22,23,46 Al-
though we have not ruled out a role for CD4� T-cell help in our
model, the phenotype of LCMV-specific KI CD8� T cells does not
resemble that of previously described CD8� T cells that differenti-
ate in the absence of proper CD4� T-cell help.47 Similar to our
observations involving dampened SLP-76–dependent signaling,

Figure 6. SLP-76 KI mice generate long-lived memory T cells with accelerated acquisition of a “mature” phenotype. WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F mice were infected
with LCMV Armstrong and monitored for 60-130 days. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments with 5-10 mice per group. (A) The percentage of CD8� T cells (left
panel) and H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� T cells (right panel) among PBLs from WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F mice at indicated days postinfection. (B) The percentage of CD62Lhi

cells (left panel) and IL-7r�hi cells (right panel) among H2Db:GP33-reactive CD8� PBLs from WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F mice at indicated days postinfection. Average
percentage of cells 
 SEM is shown. (C) CD27 and CXCR3 surface expression on WT, Y145F, and Y112/128F H2Db:GP33-reactive, CD8� PBLs from day 15 (left panel) and
day 70 (right panel) postinfection. Time points with significant differences between Y145F KI and WT (top asterisks) and Y112/128F KI and WT (bottom asterisks) are depicted:
***P � .001, **P 	 .001-.01, *P 	 .01-.05. Slopes of the graphic representation of CD62L expression over time were compared between WT and Y145F and WT and
Y112/128F by nonlinear regression; P � .0001 for both comparisons. Slopes of the graphic representation of IL-7r� expression over time were compared between WT and
Y145F and WT and Y112/128F by nonlinear regression and were not significantly different.
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complete deletion of SLP-76 during the contraction phase or after
CD8� T-cell memory formation triggers an accelerated transition to
a Tcm-dominant memory pool.48 While these data suggest a late
role for SLP-76 signals in memory differentiation they do not
preclude an early role for SLP-76 in programming differentiation
patterns. Taken together, these data suggest that the kinetics of the
transition of the memory pool to a more mature and Tcm-dominant
phenotype is influenced by TCR signals and that strong TCR
signals are required for terminal differentiation.

Both direct and indirect mechanisms may play roles in how
TCR signal strength can regulate CD8� T-cell differentiation.
Dampened TCR signals could indirectly result in the false percep-
tion of abbreviated antigen exposure, such that even if the kinetics
of antigen clearance are similar in KI and WT mice, KI cells may
not “see” low levels of antigen during later phases of the response.
T-cell memory differentiation is hastened if the level of antigen or
the duration of antigen exposure is decreased.21 Specific signals
downstream of SLP-76 may play a direct role in the altered
differentiation of KI T cells. For example, through its association
with Itk, Y145 of SLP-76 has been implicated in the down-
regulation of T-bet, a key regulator of CD8� T-cell fate choices6,49

(J. Chang and S. Reiner, unpublished data, University of Pennsylva-
nia, Philadelphia, PA, 2009).

SLP-76 KI CD8� T cells of various differential stages show
striking disconnects between surface phenotype and functional
responses to subsequent TCR stimulation. This is consistent with
recent studies showing that deletion of SLP-76 in CD4� T cells
following priming results in the generation of phenotypic effector
and memory cells that cannot produce cytokine in response to TCR
ligation.50 While the surface phenotype of KI T-cell populations
may suggest a memory bias, the failure of KI T cells to produce
IL-2 following MHC:peptide stimulation suggests otherwise. How-
ever, when primary or secondary effector cells were stimulated
with PMA plus ionomycin to bypass the proximal TCR signaling
machinery, KI cells were fully capable of IL-2 production,

suggesting that their differentiation was intact. The ability to
undergo TCR-dependent differentiation but failure to produce
cytokine in response to subsequent TCR stimulation is reminiscent
of defects long observed in the T-helper 2 responses of ITK–/– and
ITK/RLK–/– CD4� T cells and more recently observed in the
Y145F and Y112/128F KI CD4� T cells51 (J.E.S.-G., unpublished
data, 2009). The SLP-76 KI mice therefore reveal that the TCR
signals required for CD8� T-cell differentiation are either quantita-
tively or qualitatively different from the TCR signals required for
the generation of effector cytokines. In addition, both the quality of
differentiation and of cytokine production are linked to TCR signal
strength, as both cytokine recall and memory differentiation are less
affected in the Y112/128F KI mice compared with the Y145F KI mice.

By manipulating a key intracellular signaling molecule, we
have demonstrated that the differentiation fate of CD8� T cells
engaged in an immune response can be affected by the strength of
signaling downstream of the TCR. Strong TCR signals permit
balanced development of terminally differentiated effector cells
and long-lived memory CD8� T cells, whereas weak or dampened
signals favor the development of memory cells at the expense of
terminal effectors. Dampened TCR signaling can be sufficient for
primary clonal expansion and for development of a complete
immune response but still result in skewed differentiation and
defective effector function. Thus, the ability to acquire effector
function and the ability to exert effector function are separable and
are differentially regulated through the TCR.
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